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Abstract— Solar power represents an important potential that has 

been widely exploited over the last years. For PV-Grid connected 

applications, the grid current has to be controlled in a way that 

ensure sinusoidal current injection to meet all standards regarding 

grid-tied systems. This paper presents the control strategy of a 

single-phase LCL-Filter grid connected inverter for PV 

applications. Firstly, PV system and P&O MPPT technique are 

presented followed by a three grid interfacing passive filters 

topologies comparison in order to validate the performance and 

effectiveness of each one. It is then shown that the LCL-Filter 

provides better harmonic attenuation also a filter size reduction. 

In addition, this paper suggests a design procedure as well as a 

passive damping method to avoid instability problems caused by 

LCL-Filter resonance peak. Furthermore, a control strategy based 

on a PI-PR controllers combination is introduced to provide high 

power quality. Several simulations tests are presented to validate 

the effectiveness of the proposed control procedure for a 4kW PV 

grid-connected inverter. 

Keywords— PV panel, MPPT, L-LC-LCL Filters, harmonic 

distortion, passive damping, PI-PR controllers, grid-connected 

inverter. 

NOMENCLATURE 

Vg                                  Grid voltage 

Vdc                                DC-link voltage 

Vinv                               Inverter voltage 

Vc                                 LCL-Filter capacitor voltage 

fg                                  Grid frequency 

ig                                                   Grid current 

ic                                                    LCL-Filter capacitor current 

i1                                            Inverter current 

Lci                                Inverter side inductance 

Lcg                                     Grid side inductance 

Cf                                   LCL-Filter capacitor 

Rd                                        Damping resistor 

Cdc                                  DC-link capacitor 

Zg                                    Grid impedance 

Ipv                                      PV cell current 

Vpv                                              PV cell output voltage 

Iph                                                 Current generated by the incident light 

I0                                              Diode reverse saturation current 

Vt                                      PV Cell thermal voltage 

Rs                                          PV cell serial resistance 

Rp                                      PV cell parallel resistance 

Ns                                        Number of PV panel series cell 

Np                                        Number of PV panel parallel cell 

a                                   diode ideality constant 

I. INTRODUCTION 

   For too long fossil fuels have met most of the world’s energy 

need. However, they are environmentally damaging techniques 

and of high cost. Therefore, renewable energy such as wind, 

sun, biomass,… have arisen as attractive solution since they are 

environmental friendly and inexhaustible sources of energy. 

Out of these, PV energy is perhaps the right direction 

considering that in an hour, the sun radiates solar clean energy 

enough to cover human energy consumption for a year, which 

makes it one of these resources that has undergone very quickly 

growth lately[1]-[2]. However, some factors like solar radiance 

temperature as well as the non-linearity of the PV cells affect 

the PV system performance [3].  

To reduce these challenges effects, a maximum power 

tracking MPPT algorithm is generally used as an effective 

technique for maximum power extraction [4]. 

The connection of the PV source to the main grid requires the 

use of power electronics converters since they gives good 

results and performances [5]. Depending on the nature of the 

source, several conversion chains are used. In all cases, the 

output stage is similar and consists of a controlled voltage 

inverter injecting sinusoidal current to the grid. However, the 

switching of the power conversion devices causes high 

frequency harmonics, which is why the used converter is 

usually connected to the grid via passive filters. Even though its 

simple structure and control strategy, L filter is considered 

voluminous and inefficient in order to satisfy harmonic standard 

regulations stated in IEEE-1547 [6]. To overcome this issue, 

high order filters were introduced as a solution and more 

precisely LCL filters thanks to its low cost as well as its 

excellent harmonic suppression ability [7]. However, it 

provides an unwanted resonance effect that generates stability 

problems. In order to solve this, many techniques have been 

proposed to damp this unwanted resonance, including passive 

[8] and active damping [9]. Furthermore, high performances 

operating in terms of injected grid current is essential for 

DC/AC converters.  

   This paper proposes a simple and effective control strategy   

for single-phase grid-tied LCL filter VSI. The proposed 

structure, shown in Fig.1, is composed of two cascaded 

regulation loops resulting in a robust and well-damped control 

system. The paper also deals with the design procedure of the 

passive damped LCL filter as well as a comparison of ideal-PR 
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and non-ideal-PR controllers is presented based on both 

performances.  

II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW 

The proposed work presents agrid connected PV system for 

residential application. Fig.1 shows the typical structure of a 

two-stage single-phase grid-connected photovoltaic (PV) 

system. 

 
 

Fig. 1. Control structure of the single-phase grid connected photovoltaic (PV) 

system 

The LCL filter composed of series connected Lci, Lcg and Cf 

+ Rd is used to attenuate the harmonic injected into the grid 

caused by the switching of the inverter switches. The VSI’s 

function is to inject a sinusoidal current in the grid with unity 

power factor. 

According to Fig.1, the VSI mathematical model is as follow: 

Lci
di1

dt
 = Vinv −  Vc −  Rdic 

Lcg
dig

dt
 = Vc −  Vg −  Rdic 

Cf
dVc

dt
 = ic   

  i1 =  ig + ic 

 

      The PV system draws the maximum power from the PV 

panel (MPPT operation) and transfers it to the grid with high 

quality power using different control techniques. The most used 

control strategies in single-phase inverters has two cascaded 

control loops. The inner loop is a current loop, the outer loop is 

a voltage control loop, in which the voltage of the DC-side can 

be ensured, and a reference of the inner current loop is 

calculated simultaneously in the outer loop. 

III. PV SYSTEM CONTROL 

The PV panel is a set of series (Ns)-parallel (Np) connected pv 

cells. Thus, modelling a PV panel is modelling a simple pv cell. 

This section analyzes at first the electrical part of a PV panel 

through the study of the equivalent circuit of the ideal PV cell 

and the fundamental equations that describe it and presents next 

the P&O MPPT technique 

A. Photovoltaic cell model 

The pv cell, as reported in Fig.2, consists of a current source in 

parallel with a diode D and series and parallel resistances Rp, Rs 

 
Fig.2. Equivalent circuit of solar pv cell 

The basic equation describing the Ipv –Vpv characteristic of 

the ideal PV is expressed by the following expression [10]: 

 

Ipv =  Iph − I0[exp (
Vpv+ RsIpv

Vta
) − 1] - 

Vpv+ RsIpv

Rsh
  

For a PV panel series cells and Np parallel cells, the 

expression (2) turns into [14]: 

Ipv =  NpIph −  NpI0[exp (

Vpv

Ns
+ 

Rs
Np

Ipv

Vta
) − 1] - 

 
Np

Ns
Vpv+Rs Ipv

Rsh
 

B. Maximum Power Point Tracking  

The amount of maximum power that can be extracted from 

the PV panel at a given time is a function of the solar irradiance 

and the ambient temperature which are continuously changing 

so a maximum power tracking algorithm is necessary. Perturb 

and observe (P&O) algorithm is simple and the most widely 

used MPPT algorithm, illustrated by Fig.3, because of its 

balance between performance and simplicity [11]. 

The P&O algorithm is based on the application of a 

perturbation to the system and detecting the PV panel output 

power variation. The duty cycle of the DC-DC converter is then 

varied and the process is repeated until the maximum power 

point is reached. 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 
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Fig.3 P&O algorithm flowchart 

IV. GRID INTERFACING 

A. Filters topologies 

This part discusses different types of grid connection’s filter. 

In the literature, three filters were proposed: 

 First order L Filter; 

 Second order LC Filter; 

 Third order LCL Filter; 

   In order to choose the optimal filter topology, filters with 

reduced power losses and high attenuation performance have 

priority. 

 L Filter: a first order filter that has a -20db/decade 

attenuation. The transfer function of the L filter is: 

HL(s) = 
1

Ls+R
   

 LC Filter: a second order filter that has a -40db/decade 

attenuation and presents a peak at the resonance 

frequency Fres. The transfer function of the LC filter is: 

HLC = 
1

LCs2+1
 

 LCL Filter: a third order filter that has a -60db/decade 

attenuation and also presents a resonance peak. The 

transfer function of the LCL filter is: 

HLCL = 
1

LciLcgCfs3+(Lci+ Lcg)s
 

 
Fig. 4. Harmonic Attenuation of L, LC, LCL Filters 

In Fig.4 is reported the Bode diagram of the three filters: At 

low frequencies, LCL and L filters present a similar attenuation 

behavior. LC and LCL filters present both a large resonance 

peak in the second zone, which can cause instability to the 

system while L filter offers better attenuation. For high 

frequencies, LCL filter has a better attenuation than that L and 

LC filter and it is in this zone where lies its interest. 

When taking into consideration cost, weight and harmonic 

attenuation, LCL filter seems to be more suited for our 

application but it presents resonance peak which can be 

eliminated by a passive damping strategy. 

B. LCL filter design procedure 

   Due its resonance peak, LCL filter must be designed 

precisely according to the parameters of the inverter. The design 

procedure of the LCL filter is inspired from [12]. 

The first step in the process of designing LCL filter 

parameters is the calculation of the basic impedance Zb and filter 

capacity Cb values as indicated below [12]:  

Zb =  
Vg

2

Pn
  

Cb =  
1

wg Zb
 = 

1

2π fg Zb
  

The main LCL-Filter design steps are summarized in Fig.5 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) (4) 
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Fig. 5. LCL-Filter design procedure 

1) Filter Capacitor Calculation: 

 Standards require a quasi-unit power factor. Thus, the 

reactive power consumed by the filter capacity must be less than 

λ% (the reactive power factor generally less or equal to 5) of the 

active power of the system in order to avoid a decrease in the 

power factor [20]. 

The filter capacitor Cf can then be determined as following [13]: 

Cf = 
Qc

Vg
2wg

  = 
λPn

Vg
2wg

   

2) Filter Inductance Calculation: 

   The reduction of the current harmonics is done in 

accordance with the IEEE 519-1992 standard [14]. The value of 

the total inductance LTmax given by equation (10) must be less 

than 10% of the value of the basic inductance LTb. In fact, small 

values of Lci and Lcg make it possible to reduce the voltage drop 

of the LCL filter while large values allow to obtain a filter that 

is not only bulky but also more expensive. 

LTmax =  (Lci + Lcg)max = 10% LTb = 10% 
Zb

2πfg
 

   The inverter side inductance is given by the following 

expression: [15] 
 

Lci =  
VDC

6 fsw∆IL−max
   

Where ΔIL max is the 10% current ripple specified by [16]: 

∆IL−max = 0.1 
√2Pn

Vg
   

   The grid side inductance can be then deduced from the 

equation (10) Finally, after designing the filter, the resonant 

frequency must be calculated to ensure that it satisfies the third 

limitation of the LCL filter sizing procedure. 

C. LCL-Filter Passive Damping 

  Passive damping methods gain a lot of interest because of 

their simplicity, cost and simple implementation. Simple series 

passive damping is considered as the simplest and most adopted 

method for LCL filter resonance damping [17]. It is obtained by 

introducing a series resistor with the filter capacity Cf (Fig.6).  

   The transfer function of the series Rd damped LCL filter is 

expressed by the following equation: 

 
Fig. 6. Simple series resistor Passive Damping 

HRd = 
1+ RdCfs

LciLcgCfs3+(Lci+Lcg)RdCfs2+(Lci+Lcg)s
 

 

   The stability of the system is analyzed based on the Bode 

diagram of the transfer function HRd reported in Fig.7 

 
Fig. 7. Bode Diagram Plot of LCL Filter for different values of Rd 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(13) 

(12) 

    (14) 
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   Fig.5 shows the Bode diagram of the LCL filter transfer 

function for different values of the damping resistor. As shown 

in this figure, the higher is the damping resistor, the more the 

filter resonance is attenuated. The appropriate value of the 

damping resistor Rd can be calculated by setting the resonance 

pulsation and the filter capacity as follows: [18] 

Rd = 
1

3wrés∗Cf
 

V. CONTROL STRATEGY  

 The aim of control of the grid connected inverter is to ensure 

a sinusoidal current injection in the grid, a constant dc-link 

voltage as well as a unity power factor. 

 

Fig. 8. The inverter control strategy 

 Fig.8 explains the control strategy: it includes an external PI 

control loop for the output current regulation, stabilized by an 

inner PR control loop for the inverter current: the output voltage 

error ΔVdc is fed to a PI regulator, which generates reference 

current Ig
*. The PWM inverter is then modulated according to 

the out of the PR controller. 

A. Grid Monitoring 

   Different methods using different techniques for monitoring 

the grid voltage are presented in the literature. Among these, the 

second-order generalized integrator-based PLL (SOGI-PLL) is 

an effective approach thanks to its fast dynamic response, high 

filtering capacity,…[20]. 

B. Voltage Control Loop 

     The main purpose of the dc-link voltage control loop is to 

maintain this voltage at a constant reference value while 

ensuring a zero state error. The voltage control loop is based on 

a simple PI controller since it is simple, easy to implement and 

present good results when regulating DC-quantities. 

C. Current control Loop 

Current controller performance determines the performance 

of the overall system. In the literature, many control methods 

have been proposed especially PI and PR controllers. PI 

controllers are used in order to control the DC-quantities while 

PR controllers are used to control the AC-quantities [19]. 

   In fact, PI current controller has a considerable steady state 

error when following the reference current while the steady state 

error is less for the PR current controller, practically negligible. 

The PR current controller CPR(s) is represented by [19]: 

 

CPR_ideal(s) = Kp +  
Kis

s2+w0
2  

The main drawback is the ideal PR controller infinite gain 

that can cause instability. This shortcoming can be avoided by 

using a non-ideal PR controller as showing in the following 

expression [19]: 

CPR_nn_ideal(s) = Kp +  
Kiwcs

s2+ 2wcs + w0
2  

 
Fig. 9. Bode plots of ideal and non-ideal PR controllers 

In Fig.9 is reported bode plot of both ideal and non-ideal PR 

controllers: As shown, the ideal PR controller presents an 

infinite gain while the gain of the non-ideal PR controller at the 

AC frequency ω0 is finite but it is still large enough to provide 

only a very small steady state error. 

    The control model of the current corrector can be derived by 

simplifying the LCL filter into an L filter. [21] 

This simplification is justifiable since at low frequencies, the 

LCL and L filters present a similar behavior (Fig.4-zone1) as 

well as the impedance of Cf at low frequencies is high so : 

 LT = Lci + Lcg + Lg 

 RT = Rci + Rcg 

 To tune the resonant corrector, we used the criterion of the 

generalized stability margin [22]: to have the best performance 

of the system several values of the stability margin r have been 

tested. 

VI. SIMULATIONS RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

  The overall control startegy of the PV grid-tied inverter with 

LCL filter passive damping method is studied and analysed 

using the software Matlab-Simulink in this paper. The system 

parameters used in this study are illustarted in Table I and the 

PV panel are presented in Table II 

(15) 

(17) 

(16) 

(16) 
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TABLE I 

SYSTEM PARAMETERS 

Grid Voltage Vg [V] 230 

Rated Power Pn [w] 4000 

Grid Frequency fg [Hz] 50 

Switching Frequency fsw [Hz] 10000 

DC Link Voltage VDC [V] 400 

Grid side inductance Lcg [mH] 1 

inverter side inductance Lci [mH] 2 

Filter capacitor [μF] 6 

Damping resistor Rd [Ω] 3.5 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table II 

PV Datasheet 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

  

(b) 

Pmax [w] 200 

Imp [A] 5.43 

Vmp [V] 36.8 

Isc [A] 5.67 

Voc [V] 46.43 

 

 
 

 

 
 

Fig. 10. Grid current Harmonic spectrum (a) L-Filter (b) LC-Filter (c) LCL-Filter 

 

(a) 

(c) 
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Fig.11. SOGI-PLL simulation results: grid voltage Vg and grid 

estimated angle θg  

 

Fig. 13. DC-link voltage control simulation results 

 

 
Fig. 12. Grid current control loop simulation results  

 

Fig. 14. Grid voltage and current simulation results 
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As shown in Fig.10, the grid current THD improves slightly 

depending on the adopted grid connection filter. In fact, when 

using an L-Filter, the THD is of 4.08% (Fig10.a) reduced to 

3.08% (Fig10.b) with an LC-Filter and reach finally a value of 

1.26% (Fig10.c) with an LCL-Filter. The obtained results 

confirm then the effectiveness of the LCL-Filter compared to 

other passive filters topologies. 

Fig.11 shows the phase angle obtained with the SOGI-PLL 

technique : it clearly coincides well with the grid voltage Vg. 

From the simulation results shown in Fig.12, using PR 

controller, the grid current follows its reference presenting a 

slight steady state error, practically negligible. This 

insignificant error is a result of the use of the non-ideal PR 

controller as it provides small steady state error while avoiding 

the ideal PR controller instability. We therefore see the 

particular interest of the use of the resonant corrector for the 

regulation of sinusoidal quantities. 
 Similarly, from the simulation results shown in Fig.13, the 

DC-link voltage Vdc follows perfectly the reference voltage 

Vdc
*. 

In addition, the single-phase waveforms of grid current and 

grid voltage are presented in Fig.14: The power factor is 0.9999 

and since the THD of the grid current is equal to 1.26%, the 

quality of the grid current is fairly good.   

VII. CONCLUSION 

This paper proposes a complete control strategy for a single-

phase inverter for PV applications with associated controllers 

operating in LCL-grid-connected mode to ensure high power 

quality injection along with a low grid current THD and stable 

dc-link voltage.  

The effectiveness of the designed LCL-Filter when 

attenuating the grid current harmonic distortion has been proven 

with simulation results. 

The control topology based on three control loops: a phase 

locked loop, an inner PR current control loop and external PI 

voltage control loop has been presented. 

This simple proposed control system has been testes and 

validated with simulation, which has shown that the system 

meets requirements and standards. 
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